When your task calls for heavy lifting on the railroad, the ideal choice is a hi-rail crane from Hulcher Services.

With a maximum lifting capacity of 50 to 130 tons, Hulcher’s cranes are perfect for a variety of services including loading, unloading and installation of switches and track panel, removing damaged railroad cars, demolition of structures, Positive Train Control (PTC) support. They are also well-suited for a wide range of load adjustment or transfer services, and bridge work as well as emergency and disaster response.

Designed to support a railroad’s needs, Hulcher’s cranes are equipped with hi-rail gear. Whether the job is located in a tight working space at the rail yard or a remote location on the right-of-way, the crane can get there - by road or by rail. It is also equipped with cutting torches, cables, chains, hooks and all the necessary tools to support the many services it provides.

Hulcher’s crane operators are trained professionals with years of experience who understand the railroad’s unique service needs and can deliver your project with expertise, efficiency and safety.

The cranes are maintained through Hulcher’s Preventative Maintenance Mechanical Program. This multi-layered, proactive system of inspections and servicing ensures our cranes are as trustworthy as the Hulcher professionals who operate them.

Hulcher’s high-rail crane is designed with railroad services in mind. Equipped with the right gear and operated by railroad professionals, the crane provides the perfect solution for heavy lifting at rail yards and on the right-of-way.